Observation

Two fold
a) the gnome_ui scenario runs all kind of yast console test which is not what the name "gnome_ui" suggests
http://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/379418
b) zypper lr shows that the DVD is disabled, so following tests fail to install packages that don't match in the released OSS repo.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 0149

Expected result

Last good: 0147 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 03/04/2017 06:12 pm - okurz

regarding a) I suggest to rename it to just yast_ui
reg. b) is this equivalent to #17926 ?

#2 - 04/04/2017 07:27 am - lnussel

okurz wrote:

reg. b) is this equivalent to #17926 ?

I don't think so. The cited issue is a duplicate of the one to mirror all online repos to openqa.opensuse.org and intercept access. I am wondering why the DVD repo is disabled here.

#3 - 04/04/2017 08:44 pm - okurz

Inussel wrote:

I am wondering why the DVD repo is disabled here.
Simple. Because the yast installer by default disables every repo on removable media and no test step ever re-enables the repo, e.g. in the parent installation job
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/379388#

so that is why I consider it equivalent to #17926. The goal is to ensure the to-be-tested build is providing packages and not any released repositories so I guess we need twice: Ensure to-be-tested repo (as online or DVD, does not matter) be available and not any online released repo, right?

#4 - 05/04/2017 11:52 am - Inussel

Ah, and that one in turn is a dup of
https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/17436

#5 - 20/04/2017 01:19 pm - okurz
- Subject changed from yast2_ui_gnome test runs console tests / DVD repo disabled to yast2_ui_gnome test runs console tests -> misleading name
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to okurz

Your comment "Ah" leads me to the conclusion that you accept that this ticket is a partial duplicate of #17436 and #17926 which I just merged. What is left to do here is the rename of the test suite.

On o3 I updated the name of "yast2_ui_gnome" to "yast2_ui" to fix https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/18300. On osd it was already called "yast2_ui". I also set the maintainer to zluo and added a test suite description.